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Abstract

Open-domain Question Answering (ODQA)001
has achieved significant results in terms of su-002
pervised learning manner. However, data an-003
notation cannot also be irresistible for its huge004
demand in an open domain. Though unsuper-005
vised QA or unsupervised Machine Reading006
Comprehension (MRC) has been tried more or007
less, unsupervised ODQA has not been touched008
according to our best knowledge. This paper009
thus pioneers the work of unsupervised ODQA010
by formally introducing the task and propos-011
ing a series of key data construction methods.012
Our exploration in this work inspiringly shows013
unsupervised ODQA can reach up to 86% per-014
formance of supervised ones.015

1 Introduction016

Open-domain Question Answering (ODQA) is the017

task of answering questions based on information018

from a very large collection of documents which019

has a variety of topics (Chen and Yih, 2020). Un-020

like Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) task021

where a passage containing evidences and answers022

is provided for each question, ODQA is more chal-023

lenging as there is no such supporting passage024

beforehand. ODQA systems need to go through025

a large collection of passages such as the whole026

Wikipedia to find the correct answer.027

While tremendous progress on ODQA have been028

made based on pretrained language models such029

as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), ELECTRA (Clark030

et al., 2020), and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), fine-031

tuning these language models requires large-scale032

labeled data, i.e., passage-question-answer triples033

(Lewis et al., 2019). Apparently, it is costly and034

practically infeasible to manually create a dataset035

for every new domain.036

Though previous studies which have made at-037

tempts in unsupervised MRC like (Lewis et al.,038

2019; Li et al., 2020; Fabbri et al., 2020; Hong039

et al., 2020; Perez et al., 2020), as to our best040

knowledge, no such manner of attempts have been 041

made in terms of ODQA. Thus in this paper, for 042

the first time, we tackle the ODQA setting with- 043

out human-annotated data, which we term Unsu- 044

pervised ODQA (UODQA). Concretely, our set- 045

ting is: starting from an automatically generated 046

question or question-like sentence, we employ a 047

lexical-based retriever like BM25 to retrieve posi- 048

tive passages that contain the answer and negative 049

passages without the answer, from the Wikipedia 050

corpus. Together with these, we can effectively 051

train a question answering model which can handle 052

multiple passages. 053

Unlike UQA which the supporting passage is cer- 054

tain for each question, UODQA needs to construct 055

more than one passages through retrieval-based 056

method and solve a multi-passage MRC problem. 057

As the first attempt to tackle UODQA, we pro- 058

pose a series of methods about how to synthe- 059

size data from a set of selected natural sentences 060

and compare end-to-end performance, and finally 061

our proposed method outperforms unsupervised 062

method GPT-3 (zero-shot) (Brown et al., 2020) 063

by a large margin and achieves up to 86% perfor- 064

mance of previous popular supervised method DPR 065

(Karpukhin et al., 2020) on three ODQA bench- 066

marks. 067

2 Task Definition 068

For UODQA task, there is no limitation to use or 069

construct data for training, only development and 070

test sets from ODQA benchmark have to be used 071

for evaluation and fair comparison. Therefore we 072

will focus on data construction hereafter. 073

Based on a specific corpus C, several < 074

Q,P+, P−, A > triples are constructed, For each 075

constructed example, Q denotes the question, A 076

denotes the answer, P+ denotes multiple positive 077

passages that contains the answer supporting the 078

question to solve, P− denotes multiple negative 079

passages that do not contain the answer, and help 080
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make the model learn to distinguish distracting in-081

formation. To train a reader model, these data are082

leveraged to learn a function F (Q,P+, P−) = A.083

3 Method084

3.1 Data Construction085

The procedure is shown in Figure 1. The purpose086

is to automatically construct < Q,P+, P−, A >087

triples for model training. Obviously, the quality088

of constructed data decides whether a model can089

be trained well.090

Firstly, based on some specific corpus C, we se-091

lect a set of sentences to construct < Q,A >. In092

ODQA, most of the questions are factoid. Many093

works show that knowing Named Entities (NEs)094

may help construct < Q,A > pairs (Glass et al.,095

2020; Guu et al., 2020), thus a good practice is to096

select NEs as A in the constructed data. Meanwhile097

the sentence where the NE is from is Q after the098

selected NE is masked. The constructed Q is thus a099

pseudo-question, or conceptually defined as Infor-100

mation Request. In fact, both pseudo-question and101

real question may be used for effective model train-102

ing to learn a question answering manner. Many103

works adopt question generation methods for better104

training, however, they also inevitably introduce105

noises.106

When selecting sentences to generate Q from107

corpus C, previous works on UQA do not set con-108

straints (Lewis et al., 2019; Li et al., 2020; Hong109

et al., 2020), which brings no guarantee the con-110

structed information request is reasonable or an-111

swerable. Such none-guarantee will become much112

more severe in UODQA. Basically, the source sen-113

tences selected need to have complete information.114

For example, “It was instead produced by Norro115

Wilson, although the album still had a distinguish-116

able country pop sound.” is ambiguous because of117

too many coreferences. Moreover, when selecting118

phrases as A, it needs to be answerable based on the119

constructed information request. For example, in120

sentence “Yao Ming played for the Houston Rock-121

ets of the National Basketball Association (NBA).”122

if the phrase “Yao Ming” is selected as A, the con-123

structed “ played for the Houston Rockets of124

the National Basketball Association (NBA).” is not125

certain and answerable because there is not a short126

answer or named entity (which ODQA focuses on)127

that can be uniquely determined without ambiguity128

according to the context.129

To obtain < Q,A > pairs with higher quality,130

Dataset train dev test
Natural Questions 79,168 8,757 3,610
WebQuestions 3,417 361 2,032
TriviaQA 78,785 8,837 11,313

Table 1: Data statistics of three datasets.

we use sentences from the dataset in (Elsahar et al., 131

2019), which is an alignment corpus for WikiData 132

and natural language. Each sentence is aligned with 133

a Subject-Predicate-Object triple, and we select 134

the object as A. The dataset does not involve hu- 135

man labeling and is automatically created through 136

a pipeline in terms of toolkits, a set of rules and 137

several distant supervision assumptions. 138

To obtain P+ and P−, our model retrieves doc- 139

uments from knowledge source S, and selects the 140

documents containing A as positive P+ otherwise 141

negative. This heuristic can not assure enough ev- 142

idences but still make the model learn reasoning. 143

To filter the trivial cases of P+ that the context text 144

surrounding the answer has too much overlap with 145

that in the Q so the answer can be simply gener- 146

ated based on shortcuts, we set a window size n and 147

check the left and right n-gram of the selected A. 148

Thus, < Q,P+, P−, A > triples are constructed. 149

3.2 Model Training 150

Following previous common practice in ODQA, 151

we adopt retriever-reader architecture to perform 152

UODQA. BM25 serves as retrieval metric in an 153

unsupervised manner. After retrieving top K pas- 154

sages, a reader receives the questions and passages 155

as input to output an answer. Following (Izacard 156

and Grave, 2020b), we adopt a generative reader 157

based on T5 (Raffel et al., 2020). 158

4 Experiments and Analysis 159

4.1 Evaluation Settings 160

The evaluation metrics are Exact Match (EM). For 161

EM, if generated answer hits any one of the la- 162

beled list of possible golden answer, the sample 163

is positive. The accuracy of EM is calculated as 164

EM = N+/N where N+ is number of positive 165

samples and N is number of all evaluated samples. 166

We evaluate our model on three ODQA bench- 167

marks, Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 168

2019), WebQuestions (Berant et al., 2013) and 169

TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017). Statistics are shown 170

in Table 1. The train/dev/test split follows (Lee 171

et al., 2019). As this is an unsupervised ODQA 172

task, we discard training set and only adopt de- 173
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Question-answer pairs

Knowledge source

Corpus
⊕

Reader

Answer

Question: Ronald Joseph "Ron" Walker AC CBE is a former Lord 
Mayor of [MASK] and prominent Australian businessman.

Melbourne

Answer: Melbourne
Relevant passages

Positive Negative

Retrieve

Select

...... Walker received ...... In 1975 Walker was named as 
Victoria's Outstanding Man of the Year during his term 
as Lord Mayor of Melbourne; Victorian Father ......

...... Ron Sharpe (businessman) Ronald 
Douglas Sharpe, OAM (born 1950) is an 
Australian businessman ......

Figure 1: Our proposed method for synthesizing data and training.

velopment and test sets for evaluation. Natural174

Questions(NQ) is commonly used ODQA bench-175

mark which was constructed according to real176

Google search engine queries. The answers are177

short phrases from Wikipedia articles containing178

various NEs. WebQuestions(WQ) contains ques-179

tions collected from Google Suggest API, and the180

answers are all entities from the structured knowl-181

edge base (Freebase). TriviaQA(TQA) consists of182

trivia questions from online collection.183

4.2 Implementation Details184

We adopt dataset from (Elsahar et al., 2019) and185

select sentences that have only one object to con-186

struct question-answer pairs. Sentences containing187

character number more than 250 or less than 50188

are discarded. The object is used as answer and we189

use the token [MASK] to replace the answer in the190

sentence as the question. Following (Karpukhin191

et al., 2020), the version of Wikipedia corpus we192

use is Dec. 20, 2018 dump and we split the whole193

corpus into 100-word segments as units of retrieval.194

For retrieving documents, we use Apache Lucene195
1 to build index and perform BM25 retrieval. To196

filter P+ using n-gram, we use n as 3. We first197

retrieve top 100 documents, and select the top 40198

documents to construct the input for reader. If199

none of top 40 documents contains the answer, we200

further find top 41-100 documents that contains201

the answer, and replace the 40th document with202

it, otherwise this sample is discarded. Finally, we203

obtain 844,100 samples to train for 60 hours using204

8 nVidia V100s.205

We implement the reader following (Izacard and206

Grave, 2020b) and perform training using learning207

rate of 1e-4, batch size of 256 and the number208

of concatenated passages each sample is 40. The209

model size setting we use is T5-base. We save and210

evaluate the model checkpoint every 500 training211

steps and stop training if the performance does212

1https://lucene.apache.org/

WQ NQ TQA

sup. DPR(2020) 42.4 41.5 57.9
FiD(2020b) - 51.4 67.6

unsup. GPT3 ZeroShot 14.4 14.6 -(2020)

ours

RandSent10 12.01 15.90 40.39
RandEnt10 15.01 18.14 45.38
QuesGen10 10.43 13.88 43.44
OurMethod10 16.14 18.73 46.64
OurMethod50 18.60 20.69 50.23

Table 2: Experimental results EM on test set of three
datasets. “sup.” denotes supervised methods and “un-
sup.” denotes unsupervised methods. The subscript
denotes number of passages to input the reader.

not increase any more in 5 evaluations, and the 213

checkpoint of best EM score is selected. 214

4.3 Results 215

In Table 2, the subscripts 10 and 50 denote number 216

of passages to input the reader. As shown in this 217

table, we perform experiments based on four kinds 218

of settings, to study to what extent the quality of 219

constructed training data affects performance. The 220

difference among four settings RandSent, RandEnt, 221

QuesGen and OurMethod is how to sample the 222

question and answer. OurMethod refers to what 223

we discuss in Section 3.1 and it is to use the align- 224

ment corpus to help sampling. RandSent means 225

we select random sentences from Wikipedia arti- 226

cles and NEs to construct question-answer pairs. 227

RandEnt means we use data from (Elsahar et al., 228

2019) and select a random NE from each sentence 229

as answer. This expands the scope of types of an- 230

swers and makes the model learn more diversified 231

knowledge. QuesGen means we perform a question 232

generation step after obtaining the constructed data 233

based on our method. This makes the expression of 234

the pseudo-question more close to the real question 235

and makes the model learn a question answering 236

manner better, but it may hurts the reasonibility 237

of constructed questions because of the noise in- 238

troduced by question generation methods. Some 239

examples are shown in Table 3. 240
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Setting // Question // Answer
RandSent// He had 16 caps for Italy, from 1995 to [MASK],
scoring 5 tries, 25 points in aggregate. // 1999
RandEnt// [MASK] stiphra is a species of sea snail, a marine
gastropod mollusk in the family Raphitomidae. // Daphnella
QuesGen// What is a multi-state state high-way in the New
England region of the United States, running across the south-
ern parts of New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, and num-
bered, owned, and maintained by each of those states? //
Route 9
OurMethod// Ronald Joseph “Ron” Walker AC CBE is a
former Lord Mayor of [MASK] and prominent Australian
businessman. // Melbourne

Table 3: Examples of the settings for comparison exper-
iments.

We evaluate the degree of answerability through241

manual labeling. Consider four levels of answer-242

ability which are scored as 0, 1, 2 and 3, 3 means243

the answer can be constrained as a very specific244

kind of thing and 0 means there is no idea what245

the pseudo-question is talking about (eg. have too246

many ambiguous pronouns) or the contextual clues247

are too insufficient to infer the answer. We ran-248

domly sample 100 examples of each setting Rand-249

Sent, RandEnt and OurMethod, and the average250

scores are 1.16/3, 1.86/3 and 2.3/3 respectively.251

As shown in Table 2, our model outperforms252

GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) by a large margin253

(+4.2% on WebQuestions and +6.09% on Natu-254

ralQuestions) and achieves up to 86% of popular255

supervised method DPR’s performance. Besides,256

improving the quality of constructed training data257

improves the performance by a large margin. More-258

over, the performance gap between supervised and259

unsupervised method indicates that the task is very260

challenging and shows huge space for improve-261

ments.262

4.4 Analysis and Discussion263

There are three main factors of the differene among264

different settings, reasonability, answerability and265

strategy to select answer span. Reasonability in-266

dicates to what extent the question conforms to267

the expression of natural language, answerability268

means whether the sentence describes an fact with269

accurate meanings and has enough information for270

deducing answer, and strategy to select answer span271

determines what knowledge the model learns.272

For the setting of RandSent, because random273

sentences are usually ambiguous and lack enough274

evidence to infer corresponding answer, the an-275

swerability is very weak. For the setting of Ran-276

dEnt, though the original sentence contains com-277

plete information and expresses accurate fact, the 278

randomly masked NE may be too difficult to de- 279

duce. Compared with this, our strategy that only 280

selects the object as answer is better, because in the 281

structure of Subject-Predicate-Object, the object 282

usually can be accurately deduced. QuesGen at- 283

tempts to reform the expression of question to make 284

it more like a real question, however, it also intro- 285

duces noise to do harm to the performance. For the 286

purpose of implementing unsupervised manner, we 287

only adopt simple rule-based question-generation 288

method, which applies semantic role labeling on 289

the original question and selects one of the parsed 290

argument as answer, and converts the order and 291

tense of the sentence to reform it as a question ex- 292

pression. It indicates that if the question generation 293

method introduces too much noise and hurts the rea- 294

sonability of sentences too much, it is even worse 295

than doing nothing and maintaining the statement 296

expression of original constructed sentences. 297

In this paper, we exploit the possibility of com- 298

pletely discarding the training set to train an ODQA 299

model, however, our results may be further im- 300

proved when the training set can be adopted for 301

further training or refining the reader like a course- 302

to-fine process. 303

We note that many sampling methods for ODQA 304

were raised in recent years such as ICT (Lee et al., 305

2019) and batch negtive (Karpukhin et al., 2020), 306

and they aim at training a better dense retriever 307

and need to further fine-tune on the training data. 308

However, our paper focuses on exploring what ex- 309

tent the ODQA system can achieve without high- 310

quality human-annotated QA data for the first time. 311

Besides, many works on Unsupervised Question 312

Answering are proposed in recent years, though we 313

aim at solving more challenging ODQA problem 314

where no passage is given, the approaches of UQA 315

may be adopted to further improve our method. We 316

will leave this for future work. 317

5 Conclusion 318

In this paper, we first propose the task of Unsu- 319

pervised Open-domain Question Answering, and 320

explore to what extent it can perform based on our 321

suggested data construction methods. We compare 322

several strategies for synthesizing better data, as a 323

result achieve up to 86% performance of previous 324

supervised method. We hope this work inspires a 325

new line of ODQA in the future and helps build 326

more practical readers for real use. 327
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A Appendix439

A.1 Related Work440

A.1.1 Open-Domain Question Answering441

Open-domain Question Answering (ODQA) needs442

to find answers from tremendous open domain in-443

formation such as Wikipedia or web pages. Tra-444

ditional methods usually adopt retriever-reader445

architecture (Karpukhin et al., 2020), which is to446

first retrieve relevant documents and then generate447

answers based on these retrieved documents, which448

is the main focus of our paper. Besides, there is449

also end-to-end method (Guu et al., 2020), but it450

costs too much computation resources to be widely451

applied. The improvements of retriever (Izacard452

and Grave, 2020a) and reader (Izacard and Grave,453

2020b) are both critical for the overall performance,454

and there is still huge room for improvements.455

A.1.2 Unsupervised Question Answering456

Unsupervised Question Answering (UQA) is to457

alleviate the problem of huge cost of data annota-458

tion. Generally speaking, the key issue of UQA459

aims at automatically generating context-question-460

answer triples from publicly available data. (Lewis461

et al., 2019) uses an Unsupervised Neural Machine462

Translation method to generate questions. (Fabbri463

et al., 2020) proposes to retrieve relevant sentence464

that contains the answer and reform the sentence465

with template-based rules to generate questions.466

(Li et al., 2020) proposes an iterative process to467

refine the generated questions turn by turn. (Hong468

et al., 2020) proposes paraphrasing and trimming469

methods to respectively solve the problem of word470

overlap and unanswerable generated questions.471
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